ED-EN HUB is an Erasmus+ project co-financed by the European Union and developed by
a consortium made up of 8 institutions from 5 different European countries. This international
cooperation alliance will allow the development of tools and methodologies towards the
creation of synergies between educational institutions and enterprises.
Let’s build together the skills of tomorrow. Our
focus is on the development of transversal and
transferable competences.
The objective is to train business-minded &
positively oriented people for your current
and future workforce.
We expect a strong participation from the
business side in order to model the
relationship between education and business,
to bring a clear understanding and construction
to the skills and competences, to identify the
needs of the socioeconomic world, and to
sustain this systematic approach supporting
the lifelong learning pathway.
Tutors, mentors and experts: different roles for
you and your company
Experts can review, comment, guide and
ultimately validate our approach and results.
Tutors are responsible for monitoring the
employee throughout his or her period of
professionalization. They are responsible for
welcoming, helping, informing and guiding students.

Enterprise mentors contribute to the
acquisition of profession knowhow of the employees and ensure that schedules are respected and that there are links with the training organizations and they participate in the evaluation
of the training follow-up.
Tutors, mentors and experts hold information and
knowledge that we have to consider in the
collaboration model.
Participants will experience :
Guidelines and learning resources to
train
the
trainers,
including
instruments
for
the
co-design
of
collaboration
activities between education and enterprise.
A toolkit for the joint development of transversal and transferable competences (fusion skills), applied to both initial and continuing
education. It is based on the principle of
education-enterprise cooperation including
the creative, cultural and digital sectors.
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More information on the project
Objectives

Impact

Expected Results

Create,
test
and
diffuse
collaborative education-enterprise
approaches for the identification
development and assessment of
emerging skill gaps, with a focus
on transversal and transferable
competences.

A European plaform and model to
consolidate and systematize the
education-enterprise relationship
in a long-term perspective.
Guidelines and learning resources
to support individual learners
searching
qualification
and
employment perspectives.

Define and implement effective
education and training policies
addressing the dramatic changes
occurring on the labour market.
Align
Education
programs
with enterprise needs, thus
increasing the employability of
learners.

TRANSVERSAL COMPETENCES
Empathy/humility
Negotiation
Reconcile tensions and dilemmas
Intercultural awareness
Diversity acceptance-management
Take into
Capacity to listen and observe
Use appropriate
account own wellbeing
others
types of expression and
Take into account
Relation management
communication (written, oral,
colleagues and clients
audio-visual, gestural)
Team-building/Leadership
Take
into
account community
Use data to show evidence
Ability to evolve in collective
wellbeing
intelligence
Adapt language and communication
Understand and integrate sustainable
codes to target groups
Ability to transmit
development
and train
Communicate in foreign languages
Understand and integrate economic matters
Reporting
Ethics and human rights awareness
Listening, observing
Risk management and compliance
with security rules
RELATIONAL

RESPONSIBILITY
Understand and use
COMMUNICATION
main applications
Capacity to search and process
LEARNING
useful information
Learning to learn
Use digital technology to create
Learning to become
new models and improve working
processes
Tension towards ORGANISATION
DIGITAL
improvement
Data and Al literacy
Self-confidence
Content creation adapted to a
and motivation
specific field
Questioning automatic search
SELF
REGULATION

CREATIVITY

Respecting organisational rules
Respecting social
interaction codes
Teamwork/team management
Adaptability/ability to integrate
into different organisations
Seek advice and opinion
Reliability on tasks and quality
Timeliness
Project management

REFLEXIVE
Creative expression
Curiosity
Initiative and eutrepreneurship
Modeling new process/creative ideas
Ability to foster collective creativity
Solution orientation
Innovation management

Adaptability to different contexts
Capacity to mobilise own skills
Time management
Self-organisation/operational autonomy
Self-assessment
Management of uncertainty/risk
Personal questioning
management
Open mind/cognitive flexibility
Management of time pressure
Step back and understand
and multiple tasks
problems/diagnosis
Judgement autonomy
Critical thinking
Use of data and mathematic
thinking
Capacity to analyse one’s
experience and to develop a
personal and professional path
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